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Asbestos update

Problem will be
'sealed up' soon
By VICKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor
lrl an article published in the Oct. 8 edition of The Anniston Star, Dr.
'Iheron Montgomery stated that JSU would receive $5.2 million from the
state whch would be used primarily to not remove, but "seal up" asbestos
contained in dormitory buildings.
Dr. Bascom Woodward, vice president of university services, stated that
these capital expenditures should come after the first of the year and be
used not only for the asbestos problem, but also be distributed to different
academlc programs.
Woodward said the best method, removal of asbestos, was ruled out
because not only was it an expensive and complicative measure, but
considered a bad health risk by insurance companies that say they will not
cover workers who are involved in removing the material.
Be further explained that asbestos was used in buildings during the 50's
and 60's to serve as a fireproofingagent and insulation.
The liquid material that was sprayed on the ceilings of certain university
buildings on campus, he said, was found to contain the asbesto fibers.
Be says the law prohibits the use of asbestos since it was discovered that
~nhalingthe fibers can cause medical problem at least 20 years from
inhaling the material. The inhalation of asbestos has been linked with
oplmons and concerns to Caruthers, who noted that those different forms of cancer such as lung cancer, asbestosis, and
(See ASBESTOS, Page 2)
who wanted to make arrangements for a personal mesothelioma.
meeting with him should first check with Reaves. "We
want to accommodate all those that we can," he added,
"but within the allotted budget."
"The project was first described to me as evaluating
and revising the faculty handbook," said Caruthers. "I
thought it would be an editorial project." Upon
examination of the handbook, Caruthers discovered that
the actual content of the book needs to be rewritten.
While some policies, such as promotion processes, are
already in place to be updated, other policies that do not
By JAN DICKINSON
commitment. Under 'scholarship',
currently exist will probably be recommended. Some of
an earned doctorate and demonAssociate Editor
those include an initial contract and letter of renewal to
This month's JSU Education Strated academic achievement or a
faculty. As it stands, there is no formal documentation of
either of these. Faculty members are not notified when Association meeting, held Q&. 7 in Substantially equivalent comthey acquire tenure, either. Caruthers said that it's just Merrill Hall, hosted two guest bination of e ~ ~ e r i e n cise required.
a good business practice to have documentation for all speakers in addition to addressing Recognition as a scholar and respect
its usual business matters.
from peers nationwide is desired.
these processes.
For applicants to qualify, their
~ o Kemamer,
b
chairman of the
Another hot issue concerns the compensation of
personnel for extra duties outside the classroom. This presidential search committee, academic experience must include
l
exincludes an adequate salary compensation for the reported that he has a list of ap- S u c c e ~ ~ f uadministrative
proximately & candidates for the perience in a multidisciplinary
headaches a department head position brings.
The roles and responsibilitiesof academic officers will position. K e ~ a m e rsaid, that of university or, as above, substantial
also be considered. According to Caruthers, more power those, he felt sure that 58 or 59 met equivalent
experience. One
search
committee's desirable facet of the chief admay be extended to individuals within the respective the.
ministrator will include his or her
colleges, such as deans and department heads, although qualifications criteri.a.
he could not say exactly how much responsibility could
Since he had not spoken to the ability to work with groups within
be transferred. The evaluation procedure of faculty JSUEA members since cr,iteriator the university, as well as with state
members will also be considered. Caruthers said that the selection of the new president and federal agencies, businesses
there is a need for campus-wide equity, as well as a link had been &stablished, Kennamer a d . faundations h order to OM&
to promotion and tenure and a link to salary ad- read the four main requirements funding and support for the
that each applicant should meet to miversity.
ministration.
considered for the psition: , K e n ~ a m e r stated that "Lhe
if d l goes as planned, the formal recommendations
will be sent back before e%istmas for Reaves $0 ap- scholarc&%p? aca~exdc ;tqeyiepce, preeidefit,I 7 x . t democ::~.s:z kn-.7"?pave.
(See MEhWAm?, ' 7 ~ ;
,x?rsondity wits and skills

MGT researches handbook
By JAN DICKINSON
Associate Editor
-The Umversity 1s taking a hard look at some of its
policies concerning faculty members, a move that many
on campus have wailed upon for years. MGT of
America, a management research firm based in
Tallahassee, Florida, has been contracted to revise and
update the faculty handbook.
Dr. Kent Caruthers, of MGT, said that his company,
although based in Florida, has clients from California to
Rhode Island. "MGT does management research for
colleges, universities, hospitals, government agencies
and banks," Caruthers stated. He explained that the
company's name is derived from the abbreviation of the
word 'management.'
MGT was first contacted in the spring by A1 Searway,
Dlrector of Institutional Research, to see if the company
would be interested in bidding for the job. After their
proposal was accepted, Caruthersmade his first visit to
the campus in early July. Naturally, not many faculty
members were present. "At that time, I determined
we'd have to wait until the fall semester to get started up
on the study."
Caruthers' next visit came in September, when he met
President Montgomery; faculty senate president, Dr.
FredGant; JSUEA president, Dr. David Whetstone; the
deans from all the colleges and vice president of
academic affairs, Dr. James Reaves.
The thlrd vlsit on Oct. 8 9 focused more of Caruthers'
attenhon upon meetings with department heads and
mdivldual iaculty members in order to gather .much
lnput from the faculty on the handbook update.
Caruthers' last ?:st $a the campus wdl center around
the November meeting of the faculty senate. At this final
mcetmg, hculty member.:
ab!e t;c. exores their

Kennamer refutes
rampant rumors

'

x
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International House opens for student view Oct. 23
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Internabonal House will be
holdmg its Open House tor students
Wednesday, Oct. 23, from 7:00pan to
9:30pm. The event, held annually in
order to farmliarlze the campus with
the International House, will be
informal.
"Last year we had one ot our
biggest turnouts ever," said Chris
De Me1 of Sri Lanka, Cochairperson
of the House. "What we are trying to
do ISlet the students know what the

hternatlonal House program is all
about. We have 20 Americans living
here, each mth a foreign roommate.
"Those Americans who are in&rested m livlng in the House will
have the chance to speak with the
American students who now live
here. Several of the Americans have
hved here four years."
De Me1 added that the Open House
mll also enable students to become
acquainted with foreigners from
throughout the world and give them
an opporturuty to experience the

friendly atmosphere that exists in and the memorial room upstairs."
the House.
Students attending the Open
House will be given a tour of the
"The International House
International House and refresh- is like one big, happy family.
ments will be served, De Me1 said. We
"Members of the House will be here
a " Of
to
to answer any questions the students 'Students."
drop by and meet the
may have. We will show them the
grls' rooms m the south wing of the
dorm and the boys' rooms in the
The memorial room contains a
north wmg. Students may also visit
the guest rooms, the 'r.V. room, the &splay of gifts, flags, and souvenirs
dmlng room, the two study rooms foreign students have presented to

""

the International House, De Me1
sad. "The room also includes
piCtUI'es of former foreign residents
whO Were recipients of Rotary Club
Scholarships."
The International House invites all
faculty members and students to
attendtheOpenHouseand'beapart
of the world', De Me1 said.
"Everyone is welcome here," said
De Mel. The International House is
like one big, happy family. We encourage all of you to drop by and
meet the students."

Study shows students should be taught responsibility
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Colleges are abdicating their
mandate to teach students civic
responsibility, thereby fueling
students' self-interest, the author of
the latest report critiquing the
higher education system says.
In a wide-ranging review of
colleges and universities, Frank
Newman, president of the Education

Commission of the States, calls on
college administrators to rededicate
themselves to making sure their
institutions graduate civic-minded
students.
College officials, Newman contends, are well aware of surveys
indicating that students today are
dlsinterested in their surroundings
and focused almost exclusively on

their ability to get a job after
graduation.
But most of them, he writes,
believe there is nothing they can do
about it.
"That is an abdication of
responsibility," Newrnan declares,
calling the resurgence of civic
education "a sizeable task" facing
educators.

"The college experience should
develop within each student a sense
of country and community service,
and a desire to help others,"
Newman says.
"This must not be a welcome
byproduct of a college education, but
a central, urgent and conscious
purpose."
Toward that end, Newman wants

to :
-Make more student aid contingent on community service.
Newman calls for community
service programs modeled after
ROTC, in which students receive
financial help from the military in
return for service work.
(See NEWMAN, Page 5)

Growth in foreign language dept. linked to new policy
By DOUG FORD
Chanticleer Staff Writer
There is a growth in the foreign
language department this year
according to Dr. Bennett who said
there are about 40-50 morestudents
as cornoared to last vear.

students have in the communications major and the 12 hour
requirement has helped," Bennett
said.
sennett does not believy that the
new high school policy requiring all
hgh schools to offer a foreign

lab is 20 years oid and sadly outdated. The equipment is old, and
there is no facility for playing
cassette tapes." If a cassette tape is
needed by a student, he must go to
the library to have it duplicated.
"We have the proper tapes to

complementthe texts to go along
with the textbooks. Each student
has the dption of using the lab or
taking a 90 minute cassette ti the
DeLeath Rives
library, where
has graciously offered to copy any
cassette the students bring, so that

they may be able to do their
laboratory work at home," Bennett
said.
Spanish is the most popular
foreign language class this year
followed by 'French and German,
according to Bennett.

I Announcements
I

The Anniston M e g o l d Club
d l meet
Saturday the 19th of
October at 7 p.m. at the Jaycees Headquarters building located behind
the Downtowner Motel.
The club is a social orgainzation that promotes the German culture,
language, and friendships.
A prize wll be awarded for the ugliest drinking mug brought to the
fest. Beverages wdl also be available.
A three dollar per person donation will be solicited on admission to the
fest .

11111111111111111111111--I--

The International House will be holding its annual Open House on
Wednesday, Oct. 23 from 7 to 9pm. The International House officers for
the 1985-86 school year are: Chairman - Rod Garrett; Co-chairman
(International) - Chris de Mel; Whairperson (American) - Melissa
Houck; Secretary Treasurer - Troy Williams; ICC Representative -Dan
Wilson.
1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 w 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 = - - - - = - - The Society for the Advancement of Managers elected officers.
President, Thomas Mathews; Executive Vice President, Mark Taylor;
Vice-President, Promotions, Dewayne Johnson; Vice President,
Member.ship, Cathy Edwards; Vice President, Programs, Suzanne
Lkard; Secretary, Lisa Osbourn ; Treasurer, Sandra Welch; Historian,
Tzena Gibbs; ICC Rep., Sara Lester; and Chapter Advisor, Rita
Chandler.
SAM meets the f i s t and third Wednesday of each month in room 101
of Merrill Biulding at 5:M) p.m. SAM sponsored Cathy Edwards in the
Mss Homecomming Pageant.
~ - - 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - -

The Re-entry student Association will have its first organizational
meeting on October 24,4:00 p.m. at Stone Center, rm. 327. Contact Dr.
Thomas, rm 305 Stone Center for more info.
, - l r - l l - - m r r l r l l l l l - - = - - = - - -

The brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity are having an open party at Katz
tonight after the pep rally. Everyone is invited.
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{minent Scholars program

3ant urges faculty to set pace
The president of Jacksonville
State University's Faculty Senate is
urging fellow faculty members to set
~e Dace in JSU's Eminent Scholars
fund raising program.
"It's the first opportunity we've
lad to do something for our side of
.he University," said Dr. Fred Gant
)f Anniston, professor of chemistry
md head of the Faculty Senate,
"It's a real opportunity for us to do
;omething for academics. If we
lon't do it now, then we should just
E qulet," he said.
JSU will receive $400,000 in
matching funds kom trhe Alabama
Trust Fund for Eminent Scholars if
it raises $600,000.
The University is concentrating its
:fforts on
funds from within
he
before turning to
,thers.
~h~ J S ~D~~~~~~~~~~
louncil, which is spearheading the
h v e , hopes the faculty, by showing
eadership, will set an example for
ummunity giving.

Interest from the $1 million will faculty and everyone else will be
provide endowments
for
mvolved in doing something for
distinguished educators to occupy acad-cs.
fl
chairs within the Universitv
Dr. Gant, who serves on the AdDrs. Houston Cole and Ernest vlsory Committee of the DevelopStone, the program's cwhairmen, ment Council, said there is strong
recently sent letters to all JSU faculty support for the plan.
employees urging participation in
The Faculty Senate has elected
the giving program.
three representatives to serve on the
Although JSU is among 14 state Advisory Committee : Dr. John Van
universities participating in the Cleave of Jacksonville; Dr. Tom
program, Dr. Gant says reaching Nicholson of Jacksonville; and
the goal is more important to JSU George Davis of Jacksonville.
In addition, each college will elect
than to the larger universities.
"me larger
have One representative to the Advisory
Committee in an election to be held
people who are nationally known.
by the end of October.
hey have a number of them who
are spending a lot of time in
Dr. Gant says he hopes to, see
publishing and research.
At faculty "top 100,000" in the drive.
Alabama and Auburn, the eminent
would be lust $33 Per
scholar will be just another one on
campus. (At JSU) he'll be one of a person, and that can be given over a
two-year period. Over 24 months,
very few.
that's just $14 a month.
"I thmk this promam is going to
"And that's for us - the academic
make JSU a lot mire visib6 to-the
community and to industry. And the side," he said.

G.I. Bill pays for college costs

By TIM RICE
Chanticleer Staff Writer
If you have a problem, Info Line can probably help. h f o
is a
Reservists and National Guardsmen may be eligible
service provided by the volunteer and Information Center of Calhoun
for up to $140 per month for school under the new G I Bill.
County, An Agency of United Way.
Chapter 106 of the new G I Bill, that went into effect 1
This service maintains a listing of non-profit services available to all
July
1985, provides educational assistance for reservists
Calhoun County residents. Info Line provides a number to call for aid in
md guardsmen while o t h ~ rchapter cutline assistance
finding information on solving a problem.
or thelr active duty counterparts.
Approximately two hundred fifty organizations are waiting to help
Applicants are required to have either enlisted, rethose in need of assistance. Info Line can-answer questions concerning
mluted, or extended their enlistments to ensure that
personal problems, health, family, financial, legal, consumer, or just
,hey will have a minimum of 6 years obligated service
about any type of problem. Last month alone the service answered
'emainmg under contract and have at least 180 days
more than 305 calls for help.
icUve duty conrnpleted, or have attended one annual
For free information and referral concerning any problem, large or
raimng duty.
small, call 237-4636. "Your troubles won't trouble us at all."
11~111111111111111111is~11111"A lot of lads want to go to college but just don't have
he money," m d SFC Crown, an Army recruiter from
Five Delta Zetas received bids during Little Sister Rush: Angela
;adsden. "Both this program and the active duty
Askew, Adrienne Hughes, Stephaine Carpenter and Diane Dudley all
rograms e v e them the opportunity."
received Little Sister bids from Pi Kappa Phi. Pam Payne received a
The money awarded is broken down by the number of
bid from Delta Chi.
lours that the student is taking. One-half time
The new Dee Zee Big Brothers are Eric Williams, Mike Tyson, Kirk
bnrollment(6 semester hour) pays $70 per month while
Mnor, George Bailey, Richard Ellinghouser, Mike Gentry, E'ran
Blanchard, Keith Lawler, Duane McManus, Larry Johnson, and Rick
Clark. They were initiated on Wednesday, Oct 9.
Delta Zeta sends a special "Thank You" to honorary Big Brother
Colonel Archie Ryder for hosting a "Squeal Day" pool party at his home
on Aug 30.
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l m - - - = = = - - -

threequarter time (9 semester hours) and full time (12
or more semester hours) enrollment pay $105 and $140
per month respectively. "I think the program is a good
idea," said Mike Burgess, a junior and member of the
Marine Corps Reserve. "I'm glad reservists are getting
some help for a change."
The application process is relatively simple. Applications may be obtained from Marie Henson in the
Office of Veteran's Affairs in Bibb Graves Hall. Next the
commanding officer must sign the application, and
department of defense form 2384 must be completed by
the member's home unit.
After the application packet is completed,it is sent to
the Veteran's administration lieadquarters. Within 4-6
weeks the reservist or guardsman should begin
receiving their checks. "We have 30-35 students
receiving aid under chapter 106 at this time," said
Henson.
For more information concerning the new G I Bill and
its effects on students contact Mrs. Marie Henson at 231JSUl ext. 4892 or the V A toll bee at 1-800-3928054.

100,000 Watts of
FIRST PLACE VIDEO
and COMPUTING CENTER
1502 B South P(dlhdrn
J a c k s o n v ~ l i e ,A l a i ~ a r ~ 36265
l,~

I

Alabama's Country

Best Prices Around On Floppy Disks,
Computer Supplies, etc.
NEW MOVIES: The Sure Thing, W i n g Fields. Mischief. Turk 182

I

RENT ONE MOVIE, GET ONE RENTAL FREE WITH THIS AD
435-1938

"your Gamecock football station"
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formation Secrets

Roots sprout in library
By AUDRA ALEXANDER
Librarian
Did you inow that entertainers Mickey Gilley, Jerry
Lee Lewis, and Jimmy Swage)art are cousins'! That
comedian Redd Fox is the grandson of a full blooded
Seminole and Roy Rogers is the great grandson of a
Choctaw woman? That Deborah Harry "Blondie" is
adopted? That George Washington was a descendant of
King Edward I of England; and Colonel Daugette,
Chairman of JSU's Board of Trustees, has ancestors who
signed the Declaration of Independence'!
If you're interested in what your name means or who
your ancestors were, be glad you're living in the 20th
century. Until the 10th century, most people had only
One name, with the exception of royalty, and many
people were anonymous (nameless). During the 10th
century, Venetian noblemen began to adopt hereditary
names and the custom was soOD followed by the
Irish, French, English, and other Europeans.
. . .

regard we might have surnames (last names) like Milkmaid, Buxom, and Margaretson. Smith, Miller, Fletcher (arrow maker), Tanner or Barker (leather worker)
were common surnames in Medieval England.
Through the centuries, some surnames have been
changed or vanished entirely. Many people from nonEnglish speaking countries alter their family names
after living in the United States for a generation or two.
Some English names that were noted in an early 20th
century censw were: Oscar R. Apathy, Julius A. Suck,
George Goatleg, Ansen B. Outhouse and Christian
Girl. It would be interesting to know whether any of
these persons or their descendants changed their surnames.
Onomastics is the study of names and Genealogy is the
study of ancestry, your family. Tracing your family tree
is a great deal of fun. Not only do you find out who many
of your ancestors were, you can also learn more about
the history of our country (and other countries) as you
dscover where your relatives lived and what they did.
You might find a famous ancestor somewhere in the
past. You might even uncover character traits in your
family that will help you understand yourself.
;
What is your name? That's a common enough
-- 1 question to be asked; but do you really know'! What does
your name mean and where did it come from? Where do
your ancestors come from? You can find the answer to
many of these questions in the Houston Cole Library.
Come to the library to the 2nd and 3rd floors and do
some detective work on your background. We have
sources dealing with the U. S. census through 1910;
-.
passenger lists; local histories; county histories from
-Surnames were derived from the occupations in whim England; family histories; dictonaries of surnames;
the family worked. This was work done mainly by men Burke's Peerage; and many more. Who knows, one of us
in the Middle Ages. Women were subservent and never may be a descendant of a great king or conqueror such
heads of households. If they had been held in higher as Alexander the Great ...
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Kodak MP film. . Eastman Kodak's professional motion picture
(MP) film now adapted for still use k35mm cameras by &ale
Filmworks. Its micro-fine grain and rich color saturation meet the
exacting standards of the movie industry. With wide exposure
latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or
capture special effects. Shoot in low or bright light from 200 ASA
up to 1200 ASA. Get prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
Enjoy the latest in photographic technology at substantialsavings.

"therehas long been the dream of onefilm that could
produce everything. . . . Such afilm is here now in
theform of 5247. . ."-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
.
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Maid to: Seattle Filmworks
500 Third Avenue West, RO.Box C-34056
Seattle, WA 98124
Kodak 5247 1s a rearrered trademark of the Easmun Kcdak Company.
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Circle K

Student service group re-organizes on campus
the university and the community,"
Aveni said. "Since it is a student
organization, these are services
which the student members decide
upon themselves."

JSU used to have a large Circle K sondty development and helps
club a few years ago, but it slowly students learn important values,
declined and eventually disbanded, such as helping others and sharing,
that produce a more responsible
Aveni said.
"The main reason the club broke human being. Circle K also encourages the ideals of friendship,
Some examples of projects that up was that it had many juniors and righteousness, patriotism and good
seniors
who
graduated,
and
it
did
not
have been done by Circle K clubs
will."
include raising money for the do enough recruiting for new
members."
Known as Key CIubs in high
Special Olympics, the National
Circle K offers much to the JSU schools and Circle K on the college
Kidney Foundation and unlevel, the clubs are sponsored by an
derprivileged children, Aveni said. students, Aveni said.
organization of interested citizens
The organization also collects
"It gives students an opportunity
charity for the deaf and blind and to develop leadership and and leaders of the community called
helps with the March of Dimes and organizational skills through per- Kiwanis Clubs, Aveni said.
Red Cross Blood Drives.
sonal involvement on campus and in
"The Circle K club we are forming
the community. It aids in per- at JSU has the complete financial
,,ontinueci From page 2,
Newman, however, says instudy of the role of the federal
stitutions deserve as much of the government in higher education.
The final version, however, is a
blame for this as students. Surveys
1. Report promptly any loss, theft or damage of your
used to show #at college seniors broad review of almost every facet property to the UNNERSITY POLICE at Ext. 5050.
have a much higher sense of social of higher education, including
2. Report promptly any unusual activities, suspicious
research, access and funding.
responsibility $an freshmen.
Newman's white paper "sets the persons or vehicles and criminal activity to the
Not anymore, Newman says.
for a vigorous new debate UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT.
In an attempt to start the reforms agenda
about the federal government's
3. Keep your apartment or dormitory doors locked
he
for'
says the relationship" to higher education, whenever you leave for any reason.
he heads will launch a
Foundation President
program designed to increase Carnegle
Ernest b y e r proclaimed.
4. Keep valuables stored as securely as possible. Arcampus involvement in community
a former president Of ticles plainly visible or left unattended in vehicles or
service projects at 100 universities. theNewman,
University of Rhode Island
rooms are an open invitation to thieves and vandals.
Newman's report, prepared for which, despite a very good academic
5. Never leave keys, books, purses or other valuables
the Carnegie Institute for 5Pe Ad- Image, enjoys a "party school"
-- decries the unattended in rooms, showers, lobbies, dining hall or
vancement of Teaching and rdeased reputation
Sep. 16, is the latest in a series of materialism of today's college library.
reports calling to reform higher students, and what he says is their UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT is open
lack of initiative and interest in civic
education.
24 hours to se~ 2 you. ext. 5050 emergency ext. 6000.
A similar series of reports on res~0nSibllities.
primary and secondary education
ISIARCMPAPIRS
durine ther ~ a sfew
t vears ~RCeded
to choose from-all rubbctr I
Order Catalog Today wlth VlseJMC o; COD
in elemeitary and
a
high schools.
800-351-0222
In Calif. (213) 477-8226
The Newman report, "Higher
Education and the American
Or,r ~ s h82.00 10: Remarch Auletmnce
Resurgence," originally was to be a ,11322Cumm
Idaho Ave
research
W Salw
S avatlahle--all
, Los Angeleslawin
CA 90025

BY ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Circle K, the largest college
service organization in the U.S., is
currently being reorganized on the
JSU campus, Dr. Adrian Aveni of
the sociology department said.
Aveni and David Copeland,
assistant director
of
the
Management Development Center,
are serving as Kiwanis sponsors of
the organization. Both are members
of the Anniston Kiwanis Club.
"The primary purpose of a Circle
K club is to help students develop
projects which promote service to

Newman

and membership support of the
Anniston and Jacksonville Kiwanis
Clubs," said Aveni. The Circle K
members are welcome to attend any
of the Kiwanis meetings in order to
see how they operate."
The only requirement for joining
the organization is that you be a JSU
student, Aveni said.
"If anyone is interested in joining
Circle K, the most direct way would
be to contact me either by phone
(ext. 4333) or to stop by my office,
Room 326 in Brewer Hall. Our
meetings will be or~ceper week in
the afternoons," he said.

-

J.S.U. GYMNASTICS
PRESENTS

JSU SPECIALS

Salon

I

503 S. Pelham Rd. dguille
phone 435-8200 Todw!.

1

AlTENTION JSU STUDENTS

1
1

PETER RECKELL
Star of "Days of Our Lives"

1

Student Discount
With I.D. Or SavingsCard.
+ No-Club Membership
+ No-Depostt
NeHassle

4

-
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BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
PETE MATHEWS COLISEUM
3:00 PM
OCTOBER 20, 1985
Tickets Available at: P I Z I T Z , outside SGA on campus
To Charge Tickets call: 404/256-1042
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We all make-mistakes,
just admit them
By VICKY WALLAC!
Chanticleer Senior Editor
I have learned a lesson. Never try to write an article in the heat of anger
or hurt. A reporter's professional style lends itself to bias and, sometimes,
to 'yellow journalism' when.persona1opinions creep into a story.
The incident to which I refer occurred last month a t the Jax StateAlabama A and M football game.
A s a first year member of the Southerners, naturally I became excited
and overly eager as the game neared. Just thinking of the long hours of
practicing and sweating from band camp made me feel that my first game
would be worth the effort.
I learned from several conversations with members of my mellophone
section that not only is A and M considered a big football rival, but also a
strong band rival.
Each day at band practice, I began to hear different band members
comment on the fact that the band would not play "Dixie," one of the
Southerners' most popular fight songs, at the game.
At first, I did not give too much thought to the statement until a friend
told me that the song, in his opinion, stood for-slavery, the rebel flag,
prejudice and racism.
After absorbing this piece of "news," I first asked several black band
members how they could play a song that degraded their own race. Several
told me they did not like the song, but played it because it was a Southerners' tradition. One person told me that he actually faked playing through
the entire song.
I thought, "I'm not faking. 1won't even waste my time memorizing the
song." I decided that if my refusal to play the song caused a problem with
my section leader or the drum majors that 1 would talk to band director,
Dr. David Walters.
Boom. The Thursday night pep rally was at hand. The time to play
"Dixie" arrived. I stood alone with my head high, and mellophone at my
side as the cheerleaders and crowd cheered enthusiastically.
As we warmed up before the game, several band members repeatedly
reminded me of the fact that we were not gohg to play the song because it
would upset A and M. This behavior did not bother me, but an incident later
that evening did.
As I became interested in the first half of the game, several band
members kept shouting, "Let's play Dixie." Maybe 1would not have paid
this any attention if it had not been repeated so many tiriles by so many
band members.
Then the meaning of what they were saying clicked like a light. They
wanted to upset the A and M band, I thought.
Then two questions came to mind. First, if we were not playing the song
to spare our opponents' feelings, then why did we not consider the feelings
of band members also? Secondly, did the band members who kept
shouting, "Let's play 'Dixie,"' want to play it to show a racist attitude or
just to play the song:'
After witnessing this type of behavior from members of a group that I
had considered a family, I felt deeply hurt and angry. 1 spent a great deal
of the remainder of the game deciding what I would write in an editorial for
the coming week's Chanticleer.
Boom. The following week I went to the library to find information about
the hstory of the song. I then talked to several band members and
students, asking their opinion and impression of the song.
I had planned to use my findings as the basis for my editorial.
Themorepeople I asked, the clearer the trend became. Whites tended to
like the song because of its spirited music. They said it carried no negative
connotation.
Blacks hated the song because they said it carried a negative connotation. Some went so far as to say that they felt the song should no longer
be played.
Jk. Walters agreed to address my concerns. He told me that the song
does not carry a negative connotation toward blacks, but is a traditional
fightsong to "fire up" the football team.
In the 1960's, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) met with Walters and administration representatives
about the song's being racially overt. They did not find enough evidence to
support charges.
1finally went to my room and read the information 1 should have read
before I became so upset. After reading that the song was written to uplift
all of the Southern soldiers fighting in the Civil War, 1 felt very much
ashamed of my behavior and actions.
Incidentally, the man who wrote "Dixie" was black, but he could just as
easily have been any color.
1 was ashamed that I had let one incident and the subsequent rumors
upset me to the point of distorting my usually clear thinking. After talking
to a faculty adviser, I discovered that my reaction was only human.
That still did not lessen my feelings. People had begun to say that I think
only in "black and white" and that bothers me because I know that is not
true.
Boom. Almost a month later, I have taken this experience into perspective and have learned from it.
profession all^ +s a senior newspaper editor, it has made me more
aware of the diSerence between emotional opinion and fact.. I am also
more illling t admit when I am wrong.
I hope th?' will never again lower myself by judging something before I
hdw.th -gt,h.
.
.'
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Letters to the Editor
Numerous
readers
respond to
Voltz letter

derogatory term "queer." Also, the
self-righteous way he expounds on
the problem of AIDS confuses his
"factual" intormation with his
obvlous intent to broadcast his
hatred tor homosexuals. If he really
wants the serious attention of
anyone besides narrow minded
bigots, he will get rid of his "queer"
writing habits.
Bncerely,

Dear Editor:
I apologize to your readers tor the
content and style of the letter (The
Chanticleer, 10-10-85) that used the
word "queer" six times in its
general denigration of gays. Please
do not conclude that the author-in his
sexual uncouthness, his smugness,
his invincible ignorance, his
cacography, and his cruelty-is
representative of the entire faculty.
Most of us are concerned deeply
with encouraging tolerance, clear
thinking, and an analytical frame of
mind in our students; it is particularly sad and depressing to find
a colleague so lacking in dignity that
he would urge the oncoming
generation to accede to prejudice
and sexual baiting.
I endorse your decision to print his
callous and obscene celebration of
nonsense because a university
(indeed, any community) must
know who the enemies of
humaneness and rationality* are.
That the author of last week's letter
would reveal his moral and intellectual brutalization so publicly ,
and proudly is appalling. I recommend to him at his earliest convenlence a dictionary and Robert
Burn's "Holy Willie's Prayer" ( a
poem narrated by a self-satisfied
and pietistic fool who reveals
tersperse h s readings of the Old
Testament with the rigorous
examination of the New.
Robert Felgar
Department of English

Dear Editor:
Mr. Voltz needs to learn to cornmunicate more clearly. In his letter
concerning AIDS, there is a
worrisome redundancy of the

are homosexuls and 15 percent are
intravenous drug users. Combined,
hemophiliacs are recipients of blood
transfusions make up 2 percent of
the infected males. Simply because
the precentage is small, does not
make the 84 infected any less infected.
Fourteen of the men who have
AIDS contracted it from women.
Sexual preference does not mean
~mmunity. There are 787 known
cases of females with AIDS. Over
half are intravenous dqug users, 13
percent are heterosexual, and 10
percent are transfusion recipients or
hemophiliacs,
One hundred and forty-eight
children under the age of 13 have
AIDS. Approximately 70 percent of
these were born to parents who have
AIDS.
AIDS attacks .'I' lymphocytes
(immunity cells) and turns them
mto an AIDS virus factory. AIDS,
whch reproduces 1,000 times faster
than any other virus, destroys immunity cells and then itself.
However, by that t i e then immunity system is extremely weak.
AIDS does not kill its victim. Instead, it leaves its victim as prey to
any number of deadly infections.
There have been over 12,000 cases
reported. Thirty-one of these cases
are in Alabama. Still, there are
500,000 to 1 million cases that are
symptomless and unreported.
Awareness is important. I advise
everyone to read the article in the
above mentioned Time.
One special note to Mr. Blair
Voltz; know the news, then report it.
Sincerely,
Amy Bliss Mason

Dear Editor:
I was oiiended by the tone ot Blair
Voltz's letter to the edltor in the
October 10 issue of The Chanticleer.
In presenting his views on AIDS he
used the word "queer" six times
while selt-righteously quoting
passages trom the Old Testamenb.
Thoughttul people have always
been turned ot by the holier-thanthou attitudes such as thls. As I have
otten told my English classes, the
moral messages m the sermons of
Jerry Falwell and Junmy Swaggart
are usually lost sight ot by the
thlnking people m thelr audiences
because ot the vmdictive, superior
tone which both Falwell and
Swaggart characteristically use.
Such is the case with Blair Voltz's
letter. May we assume that J.S.U.
has found its conscience in Voltz'!
Will he contmue to send us messages
trom his moral perch m the Communications Department? Personally I am not inclined to pass
judgements on homosexuals; I've
got enough p~oblemsof my own to
work out.
Very smcerely,
Rufus Kmney, Instructor
g#ggf#;~$$#$j$$$;~$;;@;$~gj~p~;$,,$
Enallsh Dewrlment
..x.:.:.:.:......
.....................
,.>,..g:.:.:,:.
::,.>:.:::::*.;,:,,:?j::$::>3.~:i:i:2:::::.
Dear Editor:
1am writing this letter in response
Dear Editor;
to Blair Voltz's comments on A D S
I am concerned that so many m last week's Chanticleer. Voltz's
people do not unders+md AIDS; comments are not only ill-informect,
however, they speak out boldly they are a dangerous assault on the
without justification or knowledge
- moral fabric of our academic, inconcerning the disease.
t e l l e c t ~ community.
l
If we were to
It is true that many of the males substitute the epithet "queer" for
who have contracted AIDS are "nigger," "kike," "spic" or any
homosexuals. On researching a other defamation of a minority
recent issue of Time (81285,pg40-5), group society fears out of ignorance,
1 found that 78 percent of the 11,132
(See LElTERS, Page 7)
males who are known to have ADS
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David Broder

New England is colorful in many ways
PORTLANDAt this time of
year, there's
only one story in
New England:
-foliage.
But
those of us who
lack the~literary
skill to do justice
to the colors are forced to fall
back on another 'product in which
Maine excels: politics.
For a mall state with barely more
than a million people, it has a rare
knack for insinuating itself into the
. center of events. Former Maine
Sens. Margaret Chase Smith and
Edmund S. Muskie are happily still
around to remind us of the pivotal
role they played in both parties'
affairs from the 1950s to 1980. One
recalls her "declaration of conscience" against Joe McCarthy, and
hs leadership on the budget in the
Senate and stewardship of foreign
policy at the end of the Carter administration.
Today's
Maine
senators,
Republican Bill Cohen and
Democrat George Mitchell, are
powerhouses on the h m e d Services
and Finance committees, respectively. Mitchell doubles as the man

in charge of the Democrats' effort to
regain the senate majority in 1986
and Cohen moonlights as the most
prominent poet-novelist in the
Senate.
Because he summers in Kennebuiikport, Maine regards Vice
President George Bush as its entry
in the 1988presidential sweepstakes.
But because its delegate caucuses
come almost as early in the
nominating calendar as the New
Hampshire primary, it is also the
center of attention for ambitious
Democrats. New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo was washed out of a
scheduled Maine appearance last
month by Hurricane Gloria, and
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado and Rep.
Richard Gephardt of Missouri, both
running hard for 1988, will be here
this coming weekend for the
Democratic state convention.
In 1988, too, Maine will present a
microcosm of the national policical
battle, as Republicans try to move
into a stronger position in state
government and Democrats seek to
regain their historical hammerlock
on control of Congress.
The first step in the mama o o
curred on Sept. 26 when second-term
Rep. John R. (Jock) McKernan, Jr.

Letters
I think peoplethe thinking faculty
and students-would take gross
exception. To mistake victims
(homosexuals) for cause (AIDS) is
illogicalanduselessas an opinion on
the subject. It is, at best, a platform
for right-wing, gay-baiting hysteria.
Homosexuals comprise a significant
porton of our nation's population.
They are entitled to the same legal
and moral considerations other
Americans enjoy under the Bill of
Rights. They cannot be condemned
or ostracized because they ae V ~ C tims of a disease othe members of or
society are also allicted with: drug

'

addicts, hemophiliacs, Haitians, and
a growing number of heterosexual
people. The best scientific evidence
links AIDS with an immune
deficiency believed to have
originated in a certin ~peciesof
African monkey. The point here,
however, is not the cause or effects
of this tragic disease, but what our
community must consider as wellfounded opinion or spiteful, useless
invective. Since Voltz took the
liberty of quoting the Bible, I will do
so also: "Judge not, that ye be not
judged." (Matthew 7, verse 1)
William Miller, Instructor

Jacksonville State University +Jacksonville, Ala. 36265
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'A w-tjon that is afraid to let its people judge truth and
falsehood in an open market is a nation that is afraid of
its people.'
,-..lohn F. Kennedy .

announced he would run for
governor. The second step will come
later this month when-kom all
indications--retiring
two-term
Gov.Joseph E. Breman (D) will
declare himself a candidate for the
House seat McKernan is vacating.
McKernan's race is one of the
central pieces in the national GOP
effort to erase the 21 Democratic
advantage in governorships, and
thereby extend the "Reagan
Revolution" beyondthe Washington,
D. C. beltway and into state
government.
Brennan has been ardently
courted by national Democratic
leaders, not only as a man who can
help bolster the House majority in
1987, but as someone who might
have the credibility and experience
to challenge Cohen when he comes
up for re-election again in 1990.
Both enterprises are surrounded
by uncertainty at this point. It's the
lnnd of drama that promises to
make 1986 an unusually intriguing
non-presidential year in politics. ,
In Brennan's case, the major
question mark is his willingness to
run.
The 5I.Lyear-old Portland
lawyer has spent most of the last two
decades in state government and
(Continued From Page 6 )
Dear Editor:
I am appalled at Mr. Voltz's
commentary on the AIDS issue. The
least of my disgusts lies in his
horrendous misuse of the English
language. First of all, a person who
has become infected p i t h the
disease has "contracted" it, not
"contacted" it. Four times during
his letter, Mr. Voltz used the word
"contact" for "contract.." Perhaps
Mr. Voltz should consult a dictionary
before sending his next letter to the
C'hanticleer.
Secondly, 1 cannot believe that
someone of Mr. Voltz's stature (a
faculty member at JSU) and alleged
education would continuously use an
unaccepted, derogatory term such

longa been dropped from the
vocabularies of educated people.
Furthermore, Mr. Voltz went on to
quote the Bible. It would seem that a
man who appears have Christian
beliefs would have soqne compassion
for victims of a diskse. Christian
Ideas stress compassion, especially
for those who have been stricken
wlth a disease that has no cure.
'Fhe AIDS victims are not the
problem; the problem lies in the
existence of the disease itself. Mr.
Voltz attacked Vicky Wallace's
questioning of "Who are we to
judge?. Mr. Voltz, I ask you, who are
you to judge?
J.B. Gray

enjoys broad popularity as the
govenor whose tenure has seen rapid
economic growth and major
education improvements.
Generally speaking, a governor
who has gone to the bother of
researchmg the number of other
governors who moved to the House
of Representatives, as Breman has
done, can be assumed to be contemplating such a move himself. He
even volunteers in a conservation
that he really likes Washington as a
place to live and has a couple of bills
m mind that he's like to promote.
A vls~t with Brennan left me
thinking he would attempt the
unusual jump from senior governor
to junior member of the House. But
others who know him say they think
he has real reluctance to uproot
h~rnself,and so the state awaits his
own word, soon forthcoming.
If Brennan runs for the vacated
seat, ever1 Republicans concede he
will be the favorite. McKernan,
along with his colleague, Rep.
Olympia Snowe, is regarded as a
bright hope for the GOP future, but
he has many hurdles to clear before
he is governor. It is going to be
interesting to see how much help the
37-yeardd Portlander gets from the

Reagan White House in his quest.
McKernan, like most Maine
'Republicans, is a moderate who has
split from Reagan on some environmental, trade, foreign policy
and fiscal issues. That has earned
hun the declared opposition in the
primarry of Porter Leighton, an
early Reagan supporter and Reagan
appointee to a Federal regional post
in Boston.
If, as expected, McKernan survives the primary, he will face not
only the survivor of the Democratic
nomination contest but the announced independent cond'idacy of
Sherry Huber. She is a wealthy
Republican disappointed in her
previous offorts to win a party
nomination.
In short, the Republicans here are
giving up something secure-McKernan's hold on his House seatand gambling on something risky,
with much of the gamble involving
the question of GOP unity or
fragmentation. That's the kind of
risk they have to take if they are
ever going to be the majority party.
And it's the kind of bet that is going
to make 1986 so interesting in so
many states. It's especially nice
when you get all this-and foliage,
too.

volleyball tournament a t The
Courtyard. Students were partying
and having a good time. m e
drinking of alcohol could have influenced the behavior of some
students but one incident happened
about which I would like to express
my opinion.

beliefs on Americans but to learn
about our culture and share theirs
with us. If all people would have
good attitudes towards others and
not try to show their power, this
world would be a better place.
Please try to remember that all
people are alike but are just born in
different places.
I WOU1dlU[e to
every0ne
to
and understand others
even if they don't look like you Or
makthe same language. They,
are proud Of their heritage. Let's be
an
for these individuals and
leave with them Our best impression.
A Concerned Student,

The final volleyball game had
started and one of the find teams
happened to be the International
House consisting of both American
and foreign students. As the game
progressed and the International
House fans were cheering, some
American students started hanging
American flags from banisters and
shouting "U.S.A.. Yes, we are proud
impression does this behavior leave
m the foreign students' minds? I
think this type of behavior was
urncalled for and distasteful on the
part of the Americans.

Many people are unaware of what
the International H o w program is.
The International House holds 20
American and 20 foreign students.
This is my third year as an
American student living in the hternational House, and my experience there has given me a better
attitude about people of all races. At
the International House, we have a
spirit to work together to make this
world a better place. After all, this
nation was created with m e r e n t
'ulturesl
and ethnic
backgrounds and there should be a
feel,
of union ,ween
us.
Brotherhqd @ $e key tws uniop.
Dear Editor:
These foreign students do not
On October 5th, 925 held a come here to force their cultures or

Where is courtesy'?

1.

The Chanticleer i s the student
newspaper of J a c k s o n v i l l e State
University. The Chanticleer is produced
entirely by students and printing Is done
by the Talladega Daily Home.
The
newspaper is funded by University appropriations and advertising sold b y ad
managers. Office space i n the basement
of the Theron Montgomery Building is
provided by the University.
All students interested i n working for
the Chanticleer are welcome t o apply.
The Chanticleer invites opinions to be
expressed in letters to the editor. As
many letters as possibie w i l l be printed.
Letters to the editor must be typed,
double-spaced and turned in to the
Chanticleer Office in a sealed envelope
before 5 p.m. Friday. A l l letters m ~ s be
t
presented with a valid student-faculty I D
card. Letters from other sources must
include address and telephone. Those of
more than 300 words are subject to cutting without notice and the erlitnr
.-.
reserves the right to make any copy
conform to the rules of newspaper style
Thechanticleer will not make correOTons
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Recruiters search for future students
By ROY WILLIAMS
the uruverslty's minority recruiter. She visits various
Chanticleer Senior Editor
h g h schools and focuses on recruiting minority
N t h the new school year undernay, the Jacksonville students."
sate Un~vers~ty
recruiting team has hit the road again.
Cheatham listed many others who are vital to
Recrutmg h g h school students throughout the recruiting, including Jack Hopper, the recruiting
Southeast, this special group performs a tremendous coordnator; Miriam Higginbotham, associate d e ~ nof
service for the unlversity.
students; Don Schrnitz, dean of student affairs; Bill
'Teresa Cheatham, full-time student recruiter for the Meehan, academic advisor; Jerry Smith, director of the
past five years, holds much of the responsibility fx adrnlss~onsoffice; Dodie Coleman, development officer:
unlversity recruitmefit. Her duties mainly consist of Larry Smth, director of financial aid;and Hick Farrcll,
ns~tlngvarlous high schools and overseeing the JSU of the admssions office.
tour programs, she said.
Havlng the opportunity to work with the students and
..I recrut all-year-round. During the fall, 1visit high
schools throughout the northern half of Alabama and the be a Dart of thek earlv college life is one of the most
northwest corner of Georgia to speak to the students a ~ ~ e a l i na es ~ e c t sof recruitik. Cheatham said.
about JSXJ," s a ~ dCheatham. "In the spring semester, 1
primarily vis~tthe high school counselors. During the
summer I'm usudly here at the Information Center
healng the summer tours for high school students and
their parents."
.*Ibasically seek the high school students, tell them
what JSU has to offer, and encourage them to visit the
uruversity," she added. "Once they get here, 1 make
sure that both the students snd their parents have the
~nformat~on
they need to reach an effective decision
"One of the thmgs I thoroughly enjoy about my job is
about attendmg JSU. Essentially, I a m a liason between the variety," she said. "'There is never a dull moment. 1
Jacksonv~lle State University and the high school also hke the travelling that is involved in it and the
counselors and students."
mxture w ~ t hpeople."
"There 1s so much to k~lowthat it would be impossible
to relate ~tall to the students," Cheatham said. "So 1 Ii a few hlgh school students were to come to her and
find out what their main areas of interest are and then ask what JSU can offer them, what would C%eatham
zero In on what we have to offer them. If a student is say?
sports-orlented, I tell him mainly about the university's
"I would begin by saying that we have a good solid
sports program. If a student is interested in a particular education to offer them," she replied. "JSU has many
area of study, I emphasizewhat we offer on the subject." advantages. We operate a t a minimum cost compared
They do not recruit much nationwide, but concentrate to many other universities and they would be studying in
m e a d on northern Alabama and northwest Georgia, a very fr~endlyatmosphere. After that, I would ask them
Cheatham sald. However, recruiting for the university what they were spec~ficallyinterested in."
stlll requlres a tremendous amount of work. It takes a
"What I do 1s succesful only because of the support 1
team effort and cannot be done on the efforts of one
get here on campus," Cheatham said. "'The faculty
mdlvldual. she said.
members are always more than willing to speak with the
"We have an excellent recruiting team. Gus Edwards h ~ g hschool students when they visit the campus. The
1s our parttune student recruiter. We have several unlversity more or less speaks tor itself. hat's why
recrultmg programs going on a t the same time, so Gus sehng JSU IS so easy. We have a good product to
picks up the ones I a m unable to take. Pearl WllliamS is market."

"What I do is successful

only because of the support
I get here on campus"

Cheatham prepares for road trip

Seatbelt law proposals spark reactions on campus
By ROY WILLUMS
CXanticl~erSenior Editor
In the U.S and other countries
where the automobile has become
the chet means ot transportahon,
trattlc satety remams a goal whlch
u yet to be ach~eved. In Arnerlca
alone, thousands ot persons are
lalled each year m trattic acc~dents
and the economc losses mvolved
are enormous, sald Otficer Pearl
Wllllarns ot the univers~typohce.
These acc~dentsusually result from
unsate driving practices.
Trattic experts agree that many
serious ~nluriestrom accidents can
be reduced by wearmg seatbelts.
The Natlonal Satety Counc~lu one of
the natlon's leadmg agencles in the
tleld ot a c c ~ d e n t prevention.
Founded In 1913, the councll
promotes satety chetly through the
gathermg and dstribution of mtormation about a c c ~ d e n t s and
methods tor thelr prevention. One
such method, the: :,y, 1s to wear a
seatbelt.
Paul Worthy, an Alabama state
trooper supervisor, said that
seatbelts a r e a good safety

precaution and advises all d r ~ v e rtc
s
use them.
"Alabama does not have a state
law requlrmg drlvers and their
passengers to wear seatbelts,"
Worthy s a ~ d"We
.
do, however, have
an lntant restraint law tor c u d r e n
under the age of three.
Our
department has a pohcy requiring
all ot our troopers to wear them. 1
encourage all d r ~ v e r sto wear
seatbelts, regardless of where they
are gomg."
A b ~ l l was mtroduced m the
Alabama state legislature last year
that attempted to make wearing
seatbelts a law tor all drlvers, Lt.
Tommy
'l'hompson
ot
the
Jacksonv~llePolice Department
s a d . However, the law was not
passed.
"I don't thlnk the state ot Alabama
w l l pass a law r e q w m g seatbelts
m the near tuture because ~t would
upset a lot ot people," Lt. 'Thompson
s a d . "It you are old enough to drlve
a car, you ought to be allowed to
make your own dec~slon about
wearmg a seatbelt."
Several students and JSU em-

ployees voiced their opinions on
seatbelts and wh
them.
"I wear my
seatbelt all the
tlrne, even when
I go on short
drives, " Tim
H o l t
of
Alexandria
a d . "I started
about a y e a r
aeo. when I
s g e d a pledge
H0lt
on Ft.McClel~an stating that
~ ' wear
d
seatbelts from then on. On
military bases, you a r e now
requlred to wear seatbelts or else
receive a fine."
"I wear a
seatbelt every
tlme I a m in the
front seat,
whether a s a
passenger or a
driver, "
Melissa Houck
of Winter Park,
Florida said.
"$any
people
H0LlCk .
'

don't wear them on short trips
because they think nothing will
happen. ~ u that
t
cidents occur."
Dalene
Cunningham of
Birmingham
said that she
wears a seatbelt
only when it is
raining heavily
or
if
the
weather is real
bad.
Cunningham
"I don't hke watbelts; they make
m e feel uncomfwtable," she said.
"I get t ~ r e dof having to take them on
and off again a t every stop. I know
that I should wear them, but I don't
llke bemg closed m."
"I wear seatbelts all the time,
even on short trips through town or
on campus," Michael Rogers of Fort
Payne said. "I've done it ever since
I first starteg drivmg; I was taught
the lrnportance of seatbelts."
M k e Beck of Athens, Georgia,
s a d he doesn't wear a seatbelt when
drivmg around town, but usually
, ,
does on long trips.
$

r

i

r

2

3

"I don't wear a seatbelt often
because it wastes too much time to
buckle up," he said. "When you a r e
m a hurry, you just want to get in the
car and take off. You don't feel like
talang the extra time to do it. I do,
however, think it should be a law a t
least for front seat drivers and that
automatic seatbelts should become
a mandatory requirement in new
American cars."
Lori
Blankenship of
Mentone, who
always wears a
seatbelt, said
that it gets to
become a habit
, that one learns
to do without
giving inuch
thought.
"I don't like for people not to wear
seatbelts when they're in my car,"
she said. "I would feel responsible
for them in case an accident occurred."

(See BELTS, Page 10)
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SNA promotes nursing professionalism
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Student Nurses Association is
one of the most distinguished
organizations in the field of nursing.
Open to all nursing students, the
association is involved in a wide
variety of activities designed to
promote nursing professionalism.
"The only requirements to join
the Student Nurses Association are
that you be a nursing student," said
Dana Shaw, SNA's historian.
"Those interested need to pick up an
application form at the main
registration desk of the School of
Nursing. We have a membership fee
of $38, but the enjoyment and service
you get out of the organization more
than makes up for it."
The organization performs many
social and community services
throughout the year, Shaw said.
These ihclude the collecting of food
for needy families, assisting in blood
drives, helping with state nonmonetary projects such as organ
donation, providing refreshments
for nursing instructors to celebrate
the annual Nurses Appreciation Day
in May, and holding senior teas for
u r s i n e students. SNA was also
mnstr&ental in the development of
the Roberta 0. Watts nursing
scholarship.
"One of our main objectives is to
enhance the public's awareness of
health educaUon," said Shaw. "We
are a representative body of the
student nurses, and strive to
promote the many opportunities that
are available in the nursing field."
SNA meets on the first Monday of

each month in the auditorium of the
Lurleen Wallace School of Nursing
Hall, Shaw said. The association
provides monthly speakers to
discuss professional standards and
interesting topics pertaining to
nursing.
"Our first meeting, held on Sept. 9,
had as the guest speaker Roberta
Watts, Dean of the School of Nursing," said Angi Spruiell, SNA's
president. "She spoke about the
different educational levels in
nursing and what the College of
Nursing offers for the students."
The association held its Gcond
meeting on Oct. 2, with Wanda
Lynch of the Regional Medical
Center as a guest speaker, Spruiell
said.
"She spoke about organ donations.
Organ donor cards were given out to
the members in case they want to
donate some of their organs when
they die. We have more donor cards
available in the SNA office for those
who may want to donate organs,"
Spruiell said.
Next month's meeting will be held
on Nov. 18, which is Nursing Career
Day, Spruiell said. Recruiters and
nurses from area hospitals will
speak for SNA about the many opportunities available in nursing. The SNA officers for 1985-86 are
Angi Spruiell, President; Laura
Mills, Vice-President; Kelly Waites,
Treasurer;
Shirley
White,
Secretary; and Dana Shaw,
Historian. Advisors for the
organization are Doris Ford and
Linda Dafoe.
Spruiell listed the executive of-

ficers for SNA.
"Our executive officers a r e
Tommy Franks, editor of the SNA
newsletter called the "Alabama
Heartbeat" ;Lee Sincton, 2nd 'vicepresident (she writes and revises the
resolutions and bylaws); Karen
Walker, the nominations chairperson (she is in charge of the
electing of officers); and Nancy
Schmitz, state projects chairperson.

Nancy helps with projects such as
the Big Boy's Oak Ranch, a camp we
are attending this weekend in
Glencoe."
Spruiell feels that the organization
has much to offer to JSU nursing
students.
"SNA exposes you to
area leaders in the nursing field,"
she said. It is also an excellent
preparation for one's future
profession. I have been involved in

the association for two years and it
has enabled me to get a better understanding of nursing."
"If you are involved in the nursing
field or are considering going into it,
the Student Nursing Association is
right for you," said Dqna Shaw. "I
encourage all nursing students to
join. We are still accepting members."

Leo Rostin

Humorist gives tips on the proper way to tell jokes
I still remember with exceptional
vividness the first joke I ever heard,
and it still seems a model of
technique. It was a riddle, and my
father told it.
"What is it that hangs on a wall, is
green, wet and whistles?" he asked
me.
I knit my brow and I thought and
thought. "I give up," I finally said.
"A herring," said my father.
"A herring?" I said. "A herring
doesn't hang on the wall!"
"So hang it there."
"But a herring isn't green!"
"So paint it," my father said.

"But a herring isn't wet," I said.
"If mt's just been painted, it's wet."
"But -" and here I summoned all
my outrage "a herring does not
whstle! "
- ~ g h t , my
~ > father said. "1 just
put that in to make it hard."
A joke is a very short, short story,
carefully propelled by skilllul clues
and dellberate and tantalizing
mscues. ~ o sjokes
t
are designed to
reach a sudden, surprising climax
one that triggers the explosion of
laughter.
--- Consider the battery of

-

-

devlces any good storyteller uses to m o d a g e . What do you do then'?
hold you rapt: a smile, a shrug, a just follow three simple rules: (1)
cheerful nod; a coaxing groan, a speak at a brisk pace; (2) proceed
soothing murmur; a significant mdlverted to the climax; (3) deliver
pause, an lronic inflection,a gasp or a clear, exact punch h e .
simulated or remembered astonishN& further help? Here are six
ment; an accelerated rhythm basic tips on how not to butcher your
toward the story's end. Each of these material :
serves to cue (and control) the
1.Don't preface a humorous story
response of those who listen.
mth an exaggerated promise or an
But say You have no talent of the abject apology
will have you
b d that marks a born I'a~oIIte~r: rolhg m the aisles!" or "I'm not
no strong sense of narrative Pace, no sure I can tell this right." Oversells
a f t for comedic emphasis or clever and undersells invite resistance.

-

L
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Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605.
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2. Identlfy only characters who
are going to be essential to the story.
If YOU say, "Herman, Plokh, an
undertaker, was walking along," or
"Zelda Glitz, who played the
xylophone," you are cueing your
hsteners to wait for the point at
whlch such names and attributes
Pay off. When they do not, Your
be watered down or
punch line
lost -- because an expectation
created by YOU, Was not fultilled.
In a slmlar way, don't begin by
(See JOKES, Page 11)
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Jokes

(continued mom Page 9)
4. Keep your eyes on your
prisoner cried.
referring to "this doctor" or "this
listener's eyes; if you are adacrobat."
Your
listeners
That,s a shortjoke; in longer ones dressing more than one person, look
ask
followthe same strategy by sticking from face to face. Don't gaze at the
"Which doctor?" or "Which
to the story line. Don,t go off on ceiling or at the bird cage in the
acrobat?" This is sure to distract
tangents. Once youintroduce a fact corner. This causes your listeners to
+L
UIU11.
setting the story in Alaska, say
look there too, to see what exotic
your listeners will wait for igloos, object has captured your attention.
Imagine how the following joke
huskies, Eskimos, long winters to
wouldvbe ruined by adding ''this"
5. Use simple verbs: "said,"
appear and to pay off. If they don't,
and "these" or by introducing
"asked," "cried," Don't we highly
will
be
disappointed
your
friends
characters, or even characters'
colorful or inappropriate verbs.
and even slightly annoyed.
names, that have no place in the
They fight for attention with your
climax:
3. As you launch into your joke, real cues. " 'Hello," she exploded";
show that you enjoy it; smile, "The parson hopscotched across the
Three cross-eyed prisoners stood
chuckle, spread cheer. Don't bok room" - these will cause nervous
before a cross-eyed judge. The judge
dour and self -conscious, even when laughter and not contribute to the
glared at the first prisoner and
you deliver a one-liner : "A diplomat p y of the joke's climax.
demanded, "What's your name'!"
never forgets a woman's birthday,
"Eli Krantz," answered the and never remembers her age" ; "A
6. Above all else: prepare the
second prisoner.
bore is someone who, upon leaving a exact wording and rhythm of your
"I wasn't talking to you!" the room, makes you feel as though climax. Deliver the final M e
judge snapped.
someone fascinating iust walked drisply, cheerfully, confidently.
"I didn't say anything!" the third in."
-READER'S DIGEST

--
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Belts\
becomes more of a habit for drivers,
rather than something they are
forced to do."
"It is suggested, but not required
by law," David Montague said of
wearing seatbelts in Jamaica.
"People definitely don't wear them
when they ae riding in the back seat.
I only wear a seatbelt when I am
driving on long trips from state to
state:"
"I always wear a seatbelt on the
highways," Joe Sanjuan of Spain
said. "We have what we call .an
'Autopista', (which means highway)
and the speed-limit there is 120
kilometers per hour (about 70 to 75
mph). We are required to wear them

Presented Bu The SCR

;rEt

(Continued From Page 10)
on the highways or else be fined. But Thorstensson of Sweden said. "The
in the city it is not compulsory ' government is trying to get a new
because many of the city drivers are law requiring people to wear them in
very business-oriented. They get out the back seat, also. It can be very
of their cars very frequently, and get dangerous to ride in the back seat
tired of alwasys having to buckle up without a seatbelt.
and unbuckle again."
"You are required to wear seat"Seatbelts are not compulsory in belts anywhere you drive in my
Italy," LUigi Bianchi said. "But in country," Dickson 'Bobby' Sadi of
the common markets, the govern- Sarawak, Malaysia said. "In 1982,
ment is considering making them a the government enforced a rule
requirement on Jan. 1,1986. I don't under which you are fined $W) if
wear a seatbelt at home; my car they catch you driving in a car with
doesn't have one. In France, it is no seatbelt on. The speed limit is up
compulsory and there is a fine of to 60 miles per hour in many areas of
$10."
the cities, and there is no limit on the
"We must wear them every time highways. So it can be very
we ride in the front seat," Kristina dangerous."
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Domino's Pizza

NOVEMBER 1
8:00 p.m.
PETE MATHEWS COLISEUM

WITH SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY
ADVANCE $10.00

STUDENT $8.00

DAY OF SHOW $12.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE SGA OFFICE
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@
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Not Happy Where You Are Living Now? Cdme See THE COURTYARD

THE COURTYARD
There is finally a 'real' place t o live
If you are currently under a lease, but you would rather be living at THE COURTYARD we will pick u p your current lease or dorm
obligation

@pool
ehealth club
jacuzzi
$g$$
.......

@
:.,<
.)::.::..:.:.:.:
.......
:..x>:..:.-.<:..:.>.:...:<
:::.:.:::::<
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Call Bob Fryling at 435-2275 for more information
Office open Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-4
Sundays by appoinment only

THE COURTYARD has planned social activities throughout t h e fall,

l laundry facilities

.fullyfurnishe$
o n site security
and if you move in now you'll pay no

rent until January.

ross from Coliseum - 435-2275
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Deathly video selection

Sting stuns Bulldogs
By WRTH.4 RITCM
Entertainment Editor

now called Sting by fans, friends ,

1977 saw the break through of the

friends want to see any part?
'fils is largely apparent in Sting's

on bass, and Brantord Marsalis on

after death, and the dying process.

Martha Ritch
Entertainment Editor

anything. The sight of blood doesn'tmake me flinch, but death gives me
the shivers. I have been known to cry while watching a funeral
procession drive by.
I think the reason that death became a form of entertainment was
because it is intangeMe to the living. My friends were not attracted to
the blood and gore; they were fascinated by a topic that is rarely
discussed. One of the guys even admitted that it was similar to the
amazement little kids show when they f i s t learn about sex.
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Chicken Fillet
59
n Combo $zmSh

Gabbing with Gibbs
Brothers and sisters
win variety of awards
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
"lf you're going to be an animal, be a White Animal." Kappa Sigma
fraternity sponsored an open party Thursday night at Brother's. The
"White Animals" performed for a jam-packed crowd. Hay Hudson, a
Kappa Sigma brother, was very pleased with the turn out and said the
"Animals" put on a rare performance.
Since there was no pep rally last week, all the sororities and fraternities have had extra time to get prepared for this week's competition,
<<chant."For the past two consecutive pep rallies, ZTA sorority and EN
fraternity have taken first place in the competition. Tonight's pep rally
should really be exciting because all the other frat's and sororities have
been practicing hard to top ZTA and EN, and ZTA and EN are fighting
to keep their winning positions.
Melanie Duncan, a Delta Zeta Sister, competed in the recent FM-100
radio talent contest. She sang "Don't Kain On My Parade" which was
originally performed by Barbara Streisand in the musical Funny Lady.
Melanie also performed the country song, "Don't It Make My Brown
Eyes Blue."
Another Delta Zeta sister received a great honor recently. Elise
Tillman was chosen as a hostess for the East Alabama Marching
Classic Band Festival which will be held at Jim Glover Sladiurn on
October 26. 'rhese hostesses are chosen from Etowah High School
alumnae.
After a week of excitement and anticipation, Delta Zeta pledges
discovered the identity of their Big Sisters during a special ceremony
conducted by Debbie Reaves, Dee i5ee pledge educator. Following the
ceremony, a candlelight was held announcing the engagement of Delta
Zeta "alum, Anne Holder.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma haternity are holding their Purple
Passion Party night for their little sisters. This is the night that the new
little sisters discover who their big brothers are, if they haven't already
figured it out.
Alpha Xi Delta and Kappa Alpha met last Friday night for a mixer.
The theme was Hurricane Party.
Thomas Mathews, president and -"charter starter" of SAM -is ver.j
excited about the coming year. Last week, Mrs. Rita C%andler, SAM'!
sponsor, and three other members traveled to Montgomery for tht
Senior SAM Meeting at Capiatal City Club. After dinner, a speaker fron
the Management Department at AUM spoke on sexual harrassment or
the job.
The annual Miss JSU Homecoming Pageant, sponsored by the SGA
was held Tuesday night. Congratulations to the beautiful Top Ter
representatives of clubs on campus. This is a great honor not only to bt
sponsored in the pageant but to be selected by a panel of judges as 6
finalist. The pageant consisted of a preliminary interview with the
judges and evening gown competition. The girls were judged or
academics, personality, involvement in campus organizations, currenl
events and appearance.

For those not tamliar with the organization, Delta Sigma Theta is a
public servlce sordrity geared toward social welfare, academic excellence, cultural enrichment and sisterhood. In its 72nd year, there are
over 160,000 members in 730 chapters throughout the U. S., Europe,
Virgin Islands, West Germany, Haiti, Liberia and Nassau Bahanas.
Several Sorors attended the 38th National Convention Aug 3-8 in
Dallas,
Texas. The theme was "Effecting Change for Education, Employment and Enpowerment: An Agenda for Enactment." It was
decided that the Diamond Jubilee (75th Anniversary) will be held in San
Francisco in 1988.
Some of Delta Sigma Theta's fall activities will include spending time
wth chlldren m various youth centers, Halloween Party, Drug and Sex
Semnars, Thanksgiving baskets and more.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorors thank those who attended the Fall Rush and
Skate Party. Watch the campus bulletin boards for upcoming events.

$
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A FREE MAKEO&
BYAppointment
Hypo-Allergic Cosmetics - Nutri-Metics and
Vivian Woodard - Natural and Organic Make-up
Custom Fitted Bra's and Prosthesis
Organic Food Supplements
Now Auarloble

Make-up For All Tones Of Skin

Jacksonville Mall on the Square
Jacksonville, AL
435-9756

Value 525

00
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A Hardee'sotender1juicy Chicken Fillet sandwich is good anytime. And
it's especially good right now when you can get one along with french
fries and a large soft drink for only $2.59. But hurry. This offer is available
for a limited time only at participating Hardee's.

The deadline for entries in the 1986
I1 Musk
Man contest is nearing. Any male

I student is eligible to enter the contest.

I

NO FEES ARE CHARGED FOR
I ENTERING,
SO SUBMIT PICTURES

1

NOW !!!

1

Photos should be no smaller than 3x5
nor larger than 8x10. All photos
submitted become :he property of
The Chanticleer.

1

The winner of the contest will represent
Jax State i. n,.the.
.
national
finals.
.
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Movie for Wed.

7:00 and 9:30
3rd floor auditorium

mreakfast Club
*hadeus
*Porkys Revenge
*Friday 13th Part 5
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them that way any longer." He
picks up on national habits.
h e r i c a we treat clothes theaay we
beet food. We spend more for food
than is necessary to nourish ourselves and more for clothes than is
necessary to cover ourselves."
~t is hard not to relate to what
Rooney writes. He is obser %nt and
ROaney has the power
get^ to the heart of typical ;n~Styles
take the ordinary and turn it into the i, a cowo*able and funny way.
hthe preface to Pime' Of Pieces of my Mind is not full of jokes
my Mind Rooney saY% ' m e &or- or light anecdotes.
tage we face in this country is not
new ideas,
quality work.
Instead it offers exactly what the
some
may not find title claims, a piece of honey's
m e quality work in this b k , mind. H~~~~ comes out of nls
life and the crazl

Rooney reveals
himself through

Some of the more creative
categories he goes into are A
MCI'W~P
on MI Shoulder, Banks
md Jesse James, m k , Milk Again,
%ruck by the Christmas Lull, and At
Penny Saved is a Waste of Time.
These and all the others could have
been chosen for the title of the book.
part of the pleasure of this book is
that it doesn't have to be read cover
to cover in order to get the full effect
of what Rooney has to say. It is
divided into so mar' ir short parts that
it can be used 1, a dictionary of
human emotions.
His style is refreshing because it is
so natural. Without being bee in
rhetoric, he is able to communicate

-MARTHA RITCH

Music Bowl a success
By MARTIPA RITCH

Entertainment Editor
The empty orange juice cups surrounding the stadium is a familiar aght
this time of year. Busses carrying high school band kids poured into
Jacksonville Saturday for the 1985 Tropicama Music Bowl. The complementary orange juice given to each band member after their performance provided confetti for their celebration.
Bands from all over Alabama, Georgia and even a band @om as far as
Greensboro, North Carolina travelled to Jacksonville to compete.
Preliminaries began early in the afternoon and finals began at seven
o'clock the same night. After several fine performances by the competing
bands, the Southerners performed in exhibition.

ROTHEXt'S BAR
October 17-18 CN Stan
19

Sunny Beaches and the I n d i v i W

Now through winter

- Alibi-

HESTNUT STATION. Gadaden

November 6 Becky Hobbs

CROSSROADS continues our "SmartFolks SALE*. This SALE is for
people smart enough to realize:@~he ROADS" is only 3 b l h from
Campus without a red light between us and you.Qw e l l save you mane On
brands not just one. @ O U beer
~ is COLD.@we give CASE
discounts.@i~urprice INCLUDE SALES TAX!
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Injuries take key Gamecock players
By MARK HOPPER
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The Gamecock tootball team lost much more than the football game
when the! traveled to ;Illsslssippi College Saturda! The! also suffered
\-arious mlunes to key personnel m Saturday's 5b3 loss Third year semor
;Ificky Vickers suttered a !ractured jaa, r e s u l h g in what could sidelme
hun for the remamder of the season.
"It's tough talkmg to 3Qckey after such an injury: he's a tremendous
football player and to see his senior year perhaps end this way is tough.
That's tootball but it's never easy to accept." said Coach Burgess.
Jacksonvdle, who managed only a field goal, scored on an eight yard run
born Pat M'hlte only to be recalled on a holdmg penalty. Burgess offered no
exuses tor the loss. but feels his Gamecocks are a much better team than
the 5 N score mdcated. "I don't want to take an\-thing from Wssissippi
College: they have a tremendous program. They're well coached and
& s e n e to be naQonally ranked," added Burgess, "But, we don't want our
h d s to feel that they can't play uith anyone. T h s is a tough conference and
you've got to play tour hard quarters to u-in and we didn't do that Saturd!
JSU now 2-21 on the season and 2-1 overall m the Gulf South Conference
ulll be preparmg lo meet Delta State Saturday at 7 00 at Paul Snow
Stadium With tive games remarung, Burgess feels Delta State mll be a
b ~ ggame m respect to the teams' morale "We can't let t h ~ spast
;reekend s loss haunt this team We've got mjuries sure, but we've stdl got
to pla! Saturda) We need a good weeK 0 ! pracbce; we're not down on our
h d s , u e believe m these kids and this program We've got to get some
people u ell and pla) consistently a g a m t Delta Slate
Delta State is c o r n &ot! a nctory last Saturday Burgess expects it to be
a hard-nosed game Delta runs a split-back offense, with a drop back
passlng attack, w t h a multiple type defense. "We expect them to pass the
football. As tor a runnlng game, they run the option qulte well," said
Burgess .
' K e Injury report is very quc 10. ble, Quarterback'David Coffey Is
questionable tor Saturday, as aell as 7ior offensive tackle Scott Keelmg.
Cornerback Steve Walker 1s not prc esslng a s the staff had hoped. A
shoulder m ~ u r yis st111 botheru~gh ~ m and
, he's llsted a s doubtful. C 2 - r ~
DeCrlsto has knee damage and u co .huon is also doubtful.

Gamecocks prepare for eame against Delta State Saturday

Jax State hit hard by Choctaws
defense on dump passes behind the scorlng opportunity and Harkins put
Red B a n a t linebackers and in front one through the uprights k o m 41
of the secondary. McGhee put the yards our making 'it 30-3 ...Once
Choctaws on top 6 3 , when he hit agam the Gamecocks were held and
Tony Eddins from 36 yards out with they punted leading to another
9: 10 left in the second period. Mike Choctaw drive. The Choctaws inHarkins kicked the PAT and made it serted Wally Henry, in place of
7-3.
McGhee, and he scampered 54 yards
&
-le'I'
minutes later, McGhee for another touchdown with five
connected with halfback Clyde minutes left in the third quarter.
Shelley from 31 yards our and The scoreboard now leaned even
Harluns came in and made it 14-3 more towards the Choctaws 373.
The tlrst quarter was highlighted with six minutes left till the halt'.
Without any olfense, the JSU
by good detense by JSU. J a x State
defense took a beating and never
Jacksonville got the ball and just had time to rest.
looked like they were ready for the
Mississippi
Choctaws and that led to the couldn't move it against the Choc- College put the game on ice with a
Gamecock scormg tlrst. With 3:41 taws. They were forced in a hole and one yard run by halfback Ronnie
left m the i .st Quarter, Ashley Kay JSU coddn't get outside the 15 and Hubbard and then brought Hopper
hc!ed a 32 yard tleld goal to give had to punt with just under a minute back in and he threw a 22 yard strike
JSQ 2 $I) iszd. JSJ+lhrl_ have to play.
to Ke!! Edwards making it 50-3. The
really had 6 pomts, but a holding
Red Bandits blocked the last PAT
penality negated a Pat White touchattempt.
down run. That meant settllng for
The Choctaws a r e now 3-0 in the
Mr. Kay atter a drive that took 15
GSC and 4-1 overall and are tied for
plays and 8 mnutes off the clock.
first in the GSC with Troy State.
The wishbone was led very well by
Everything will be on the line this
Pat White taklng the place of an
weekend, because Mississippi
injured David Cottey, and the
College plays Troy in south
Gamecocks converted tmce on t h r d
In less than 7 minute, McGhee Alabama.
With a victory the
down attempts to lead 3-0.
took the Choctaws 42 yards in six Choctaws should be looking a t a GSC
The Choctaws took our starting plays. He hit Eddins from 21 yards championship having already
quarterback David Hopper and put out and it was 20-3. The Choctaws defeated the only other contender,
in thlrd strmg quarterback Jim tried some razzle-dazzle by taking North Alabama eariler this season.
McGhee, a junior trom Pensacola, the conversion, but the pass went Troy can paint a pretty picture for
themselv-s with a victory over the
Fla. McGhee came out tlrlng and hit astray.
Tony Eddins, but he tumbled on the
The thlrd an fourth quarters were Choctaws.
Jacksonvdle 21. JSXJ couldn't get d o m t e d by M~ssissippiCollege.
Jackscirville State is now 2-1in the
any steam gomg and Mssissippi McGhd led the Choctaws by picking GSC and 2-2-1 overall and will play
College seemed to have the coal that apart the JSU defense ....With 9:37 Delta State this weekend. Grab your
they needed. The Choctaws had no left in the third quarter, McGhee hit stadurn seat and be ready for a good
Intention ot smoking a peace pipe or Shelley and it was 273 with a game, Saturday nlght a t 7 p.m.
signing any treaties and went to Harklns PAT.. ..Two minutes,later, under the lights a t Paul Snow
work pickmg apart the Gamecock the Choctaws had set up another Stadium.. , .
By HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Clmton, W s s s s p p i was the site of
the battle between the Choctaws of
Mississippi College and the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks.
Usually, home turt has alot to do
with a Ihvision I1 game;
the
Choctows got to play in a brand new
facility and made it their new home
by manhandhg JSU W3.

Gamecocks fall
to 2-1 in GSC

David C'offey questionable for Delta game
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Choctaws win again-Gamecocks slip to third
By HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Week number five in the Gulf
South Conference came and went
with few surprises. In €he winning
column were Troy Sate, West
Georgia, Delta State, Mississippi
College and North Alabama.
Eleventh ranked Mississippi College
kept on their winning pace and
North Alabama's No. 1 ranked
defense held its ground against
Alabama A and M. No summary
was available of the Delta State
gave with UT Martin, but Delta
State's Statesmen put together a 163
win over the Pacers.

TROY STATE 10.
VALJXWl'A STATE 3
'me Blazers continue to play each
team they come up against a solid
game, but just can't win on the
scoreboard. Troy State won it's
third in a row, and their defense
played another key role in their
victory.
The first quarter saw neither team
score, but in the second quarter the
Blazers got on the board with a 37yard Keith Moore field goal. The
Trojans then got the ball and
auarterback Dannv O'Toole k e ~ on
t
&I option and r& 48 yards tdr six
pomts. Ted Clem stepped in and
lacked the PA'I to gve TSU a 73
lead at haMlrne.
The thlrd quarter was the straw
that broke the camel's back tor the
Blazers. Dabs Srmth mtercepted a
Trojan pass at the Troy 32 and

quarterback Darrell Funderburk led
hs team to a first and goal at the
TSU four. Everything that could go
wrong, went wrong.
First and goal for the Blazers and
Donnie Harrill was abused causing
the ball to come loose and Funderburk fell on the ball at the
17.. ..Second down ....Funderburk
hits Max Vickers for a 10-yard
completion ....Third down and TSU
linebacker Robert Bradley sacked
Vickers back at the 17....Fourth
down and Keith Moore stepped in
and kicked a field goal that was off
course. Troy's defense had done
their job, giving Valdosta nothing
but a hard time.
In the fourth quarter, Danny
O'Toole led Troy on a 47 hard, 12
play drive that was complemented
by a Ted Clem 41 yard field goal with
8:12 left in the game.
With time running out, the Blazers
drove from their 20 to the TSU 24,
but Drew Sauls was stopped from
going out of bounds to stop the clock
and it ticked away for a Trojan
victory.
The Trojans are 3-2 in 1985 and 50
m the GSC. The Blazers fall to 23
and 1-2 m the GSC.
WEST GEORGIA 24,

LIVINGSTON 14
Charley Grisham Stadium was
the sight of another GSC battle
between the Braves of West Georgia
College and the Tigers trom
hvingston. West Georgia needed
the victory to regam some GSC pride

and Livingston got their third
straight loss after winning the f i s t
two.
The Braves got on the board first
when Dave Head kicked a %yard
field goal with 7:26 left in the first
quarter. The Braves were on the
warpath when the first quarter
ended. The fourth play of the second
period, Brave tailback Stevie Young
went in for a four yard touchdown.
Dave Head came in and put the
shine on the drive by making it 10-0.
Brave quarterback Cater Pierce
threw a wild one and Leon Carlyle
rambled 44 yards to put the Tigers
on the Braves' 18. Three lries and
the Braves held, but on fourth and
two, Tony Truelove swept over the
left side for a Tiger 'I'D. Andy
h m a x kicked the PAT and then the
Braves only led 10-7.
Valdosta and Livingston had alot
of the same luck Saturday night.
The Tigers scored a touchdown on a
pass from Otis Hughley to Michael
Bridges, but was disallowed because
of offensive interference In comes
Andy h m a x to put three points on
the board, and big Adrian
Hougabrook just wouldn't have
it. ...He blocked it and stopped the
Blazers cold and sent them to the
- locker room to think about it. ~n the
third quarter, Hougabrook intercepted Hughley and ran it back to
the LU 32 yard line. Cater Pierce led
the Braves on a seven play drive and
handed it to Larry Adam as he
bulled his way in for a TD from 6
yards out. Dave Head made it 17-7.

....

GSC STAWINGS

GSC

OVERALL

1 Mssissippi College

3-0

41

2 Troy State

3-0

3-2

3 Jacksonville State

21

2-21

4 UNA

1-1

41

5 Delta State

1-1

23

6 West Georgia

1-2

3-2

7 Valdosta

1-2

2-3

8 Livingston

0-2

23

9 UT Martin
Otis Hughley threw another interception to James Stephens and he
m m e d down the field sixty-nine
yards for a West Georgia touchdown. Head added the extra point.
The Tigers finally got another
drive together and it ended on a
Tony Truelove 11-yard run. hmax
kicked the PAT to make it 2444.
Livingston is 2-3 overall and 0-2 in
the GSC, and will host Valdosta for
homecoming this week. West
Georgia improved their record to 3-2
and 1-2 in the GSC and get this
weekend off.

K.J
15
They have GSC record breaker
James Knowles.
Knowles kicked field goals of 40
and 49 yards, the latter with 5:13 left
in the game to give UNA the edge
they needed.
Bulldog kicker lbezim Ofodedu
kicked a 40 yarder in the second
quarter to tie the game at that point
3 to 3.
UNA is ranked as one of the
leaders in Division I1 defense and
held A and M to 44 yards passing and
102 yards in rushing, but the
Bulldogs held Wayne Grubb's team
to 33 yards passing and 169 in
UNA ($,ALABAMA A and
rushing.
Ahibama A and Mhosted the Lions
THIS WEEK
Saturday night and played tnem a
Mississippi College at Troy State
good game, the Bulldogs didn't even
(Dothan)
let natlonall~ranked UNA score a
UN at UTMartin
touchdown. But, the Lions didn't
Delta State at JSU
have to score a touchdown to win.
Valdosta at Livingston
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